Key Points for Decision Makers {#FPar1}
==============================

Most models developed for cancer treatments utilise a state transition or partitioned-survival structure.The choice of model structure is rarely discussed within published studies, though it is a requirement of submissions made to the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE).Newer modelling methods (such as multi-state modelling) are expected to be used more frequently in future studies, which aim to address some commonly cited structural limitations.

Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis in Oncology {#Sec2}
---------------------------------------

Cancer imposes a significant economic burden on society, which will continue to increase with the expanding and aging global population. In 2018, it was estimated that there were 17.0 million new cancer cases and 9.5 million cancer deaths worldwide \[[@CR1]\]. By 2040, this is expected to grow to 27.5 million new cancer cases and 16.3 million cancer deaths globally \[[@CR1]\]. Innovative cancer treatments have helped to improve survival rates and patients' quality of life; however, these new treatments are often associated with high acquisition costs. As healthcare expenditure continues to rise globally, the need to assess whether the additional costs of new cancer treatments are justified by the improved health outcomes is becoming more prevalent.

Decision modelling plays an important role in the estimation of the value of new cancer treatments. With an ever-increasing demand for new, effective treatments within the constraints of a fixed healthcare budget, cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) provides decision makers with an objective basis from which decisions may be informed. Through conducting a CEA, the difference in costs and effectiveness (usually presented in the form of quality-adjusted life-years \[QALYs\]) between two or more interventions is quantified. The decision maker can then consider if additional costs are justified by the improved health outcomes---typically by assessing the cost per QALY gained (or the 'incremental cost-effectiveness ratio' \[ICER\]).

In the UK, national reimbursement decisions regarding cancer treatments are made by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE). Companies are invited to submit evidence regarding the safety, efficacy and cost effectiveness of new interventions as part of the technology appraisal (TA) process. Outside of the UK, other health technology assessment (HTA) agencies also make funding decisions regarding the uptake of new cancer drugs, either with or without the formal submission of cost-effectiveness evidence by companies. Where formal evidence submission of cost-effectiveness evidence is not mandated by HTA agencies or payers, published sources of economic evidence (such as peer-reviewed publications) may influence decision making.

When using decision models to generate estimates of the costs and effects of interventions, a range of alternative modelling approaches can be used. These include decision trees, Markov models (discrete or continuous), partitioned-survival analyses (PartSAs; also known as 'area under the curve' \[AUC\] models) and individual sampling models. The choice of model structure can affect the results produced, though multiple models to assess the same decision problem are seldom constructed to explore this \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\].

Published guidelines detail the assumptions and interactions underpinning possible modelling approaches and provide direction as to the most appropriate model structure given the disease area and available data. Despite this, the choice of model structure is rarely justified or discussed in published studies \[[@CR3]--[@CR5]\]. NICE Decision Support Unit (DSU) Technical Support Document (TSD) 19 reported the findings of a review of NICE TAs of cancer treatments covering the period May 2013--February 2016 \[[@CR6]\]. This review found that the PartSA approach was the most commonly used structure (22/30), and that few appraisals justified the use of this structure beyond case precedence (6/22). The review also found some misunderstanding between PartSA, Markov and semi-Markov approaches, with ten of the PartSA structures incorrectly labelled as Markov or semi-Markov models.

Several papers have recently been published comparing cost-effectiveness results across different model structures in the field of oncology \[[@CR7]--[@CR13]\]. These indicate that different models may provide different results, thus highlighting the importance of justifying the selected approach and assessing the impact of structural uncertainty (in other words, uncertainty in the functional form of the model constructed).

This study aims to identify and critically evaluate current modelling techniques in oncology, with the aim of highlighting methodological issues and gaps in the literature. Following the identification of these key modelling structures, a summary of the review findings is presented to aid analysts considering different model structures within the field of oncology, and recommendations for future research are made.

Methods {#Sec3}
=======

A literature review was conducted to identify economic evaluations of cancer treatments, with a focus on the NICE single technology appraisal (STA) process, supplemented with the published literature.

Search Strategy {#Sec4}
---------------

Searches were performed in November 2018, capturing relevant publications and STAs published since 2013 up to the date of searching. Database searches were conducted using MEDLINE and EMBASE via Ovid. Search terms included terms specific to economic evaluation and oncology, and results were restricted by article type and language (English). Strategies were pilot tested to ensure all studies already known to the authors were retrieved. Search strategies are provided in Electronic Supplementary Material S.1. STAs were identified through the NICE website by viewing TA guidance by topic (cancer) for the same time period (2013--2018).

Selection of Studies {#Sec5}
--------------------

Study inclusion criteria are outlined in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Studies not meeting these criteria were excluded during the two-stage screening process.Table 1Inclusion criteria for reviewCriterionRequirement for inclusionPopulationPeople with cancer (no restriction on the type of cancer)InterventionPharmacological interventions aimed at treating cancer (increasing health and length of life). Interventional studies looking at complications of cancer (e.g. treating anaemia or infections), surgical interventions and precision medicine-focused studies were excludedComparatorComparison with any active intervention, usual care, best supportive care or palliative careMethodsStudies were required to report the development and use of a decision-analytic model. Multiple technology and highly specialised technology appraisals were excludedOutcomesFull economic evaluations (cost-effectiveness or cost-utility studies)OtherJournal articles published in English language from 2013 up until November 2018. Full-text articles (excluding protocols, case reports, conference proceedings or discussion pieces) were included from the published literature. STAs were included if the necessary documents were available via the NICE website. Publications were excluded if they described the findings of a NICE technology appraisal, or were highlighted within the publication as a country adaptation of a pre-existing published model or NICE STA*NICE* National Institute for Health and Care Excellence, *STA* single technology appraisal

Independent screening was undertaken at two stages (firstly of abstracts and titles, then of full papers) for the published literature by a reviewer (GES), with a second and third reviewer each checking a quarter of decisions (AB and HLC). The primary reason for exclusion was recorded at both stages.

Data Extraction and Quality Appraisal {#Sec6}
-------------------------------------

A data extraction form was designed prior to screening. This included intervention, cancer type, author-reported model structure, modelled health states (where applicable), and author-reported strengths and limitations specific to the model structure. Specific to the publications, funding source and country setting were extracted. For the NICE STAs, feedback on the model structure from the Evidence Review Groups (ERGs) was extracted. Data extraction was completed by one reviewer (GES: published papers; AB: STAs) with a quarter of the data extraction checked by a second reviewer (HLC). Review findings are presented via narrative synthesis.

Supplementary Summary of Modelling Structures {#Sec7}
---------------------------------------------

To provide a more detailed background of the findings of the review, short summaries of the alternative modelling approaches identified were developed based on methods literature already known to the authors. The strengths and weaknesses of each approach were identified from a targeted review of published materials, as well as practical considerations that the authors deemed of relevance for inclusion.

Results {#Sec8}
=======

Identified Studies (Single Technology Appraisals and Published Papers) {#Sec9}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

An overview of the identification of relevant studies is presented as a Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) diagram in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. After excluding duplicates and ineligible publications, a total of 100 NICE STAs and 124 published studies were identified as relevant.Fig. 1Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) diagram for inclusion of relevant studies. *NICE* National Institute for Health and Care Excellence, *STA* single technology appraisal

Overview of Identified Studies {#Sec10}
------------------------------

Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} provides a summary of the identified studies. Across both the literature and the NICE STAs, there appears to be an increasing number of oncology cost-effectiveness models published each year. Note that one identified STA and four papers from the published literature reported on multiple economic models within one publication.Table 2Summary of identified studiesCharacteristicNICE STAs \[*n* (%)\]Published literature \[*n* (%)\]Year published 20133 (3)19 (15) 20149 (9)17 (14) 20157 (7)22 (18) 201625 (25)26 (21) 201728 (28)29 (23) 2018 (up to 31 October)28 (28)11 (9)Country North America--57 (46) Europe (excluding UK)--27 (22) Asia--25 (20) UK100 (100)9 (7) South America--4 (3) Australasia--2 (2)Cancer type Blood and bone marrow cancers30 (30)28 (23) Breast cancer8 (8)29 (23) Lung cancer15 (15)15 (12) Skin cancer12 (12)4 (3) Colorectal cancer2 (2)10 (8) Ovarian cancer3 (3)8 (6) Prostate cancer6 (6)5 (4) Others^a^24 (24)25 (20)*NICE* National Institute for Health and Care Excellence, *STA* single technology appraisal^a^Other cancers represents those that had less than ten total publications in total grouped together (published literature and STAs combined)

Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} presents the model structures employed across the NICE STAs and the literature. PartSAs were demonstrated to be the most popular structure across the NICE STAs (*n* = 54), followed by discrete-time state transition structures (*n* = 41) and decision tree or other cohort-based combination structures (*n* = 6). State transition models most commonly applied the Markov assumption (*n* = 19). However, 16 STAs relaxed this assumption via a semi-Markov approach. Five STAs did not provide any further detail on their state transition approach (i.e. Markov or semi-Markov). The remaining models considered simulation approaches, which also fall under the state transition bracket and were described as patient-level simulation (*n* = 1) and time series individual simulation (*n* = 1). Of the four combination structures, two considered a decision tree populating a state transition model and two considered a decision tree populating a PartSA.Fig. 2Comparison of model structures adopted in published studies versus the NICE STA process. The total number of model structures is greater than the total number of identified papers or appraisals as some publications reported multiple economic models. *DT ± other* decision tree ± other combination model structure, *NICE* National Institute for Health and Care Excellence, *NR* not reported or documents unavailable, *PartSA* partitioned-survival analysis, *ST* state transition model (Markovian or semi-Markovian), *STA* single technology appraisal

In comparison, discrete-time state transition models were demonstrated to be the most popular structure in the published literature (*n* = 102), followed by a PartSA (*n* = 15) and either a decision tree or other cohort-based combination structures (*n* = 10). Five of the published papers did not describe their model structure. State transition models were most often reported as applying a Markovian (memoryless) assumption (*n* = 88), with only four relaxing this assumption and considering a semi-Markov approach. Models reporting funding from pharmaceutical companies were more frequently PartSA structures (13/40; 33%) than were those with other funding sources. Patient-level simulations were described as discrete event simulation (*n* = 4), patient-level simulation (*n* = 2), micro-simulation (*n* = 1), time series individual simulation (*n* = 1), simulation (*n* = 1) and a macro-simulation Markov (*n* = 1) models. Combination structures relate to those which consider more than one type of structure within the model; in terms of the identified published papers, five papers considered a decision tree feeding into a state transition Markov model.

When reviewing each of the NICE STAs and published papers, it was evident that there was some confusion between state transition and PartSA structures. This was also previously reported in the review detailed in NICE DSU TSD 19 where authors found that ten of the PartSA models had been erroneously labelled as Markov models \[[@CR6]\]. Whilst there is insufficient information provided in most studies to conclusively identify model misspecifications, there were some clear examples where the model was labelled as a Markov or semi-Markov state transition model but further description indicated these were in fact PartSAs. For example, health state occupancy calculations were informed by partitioning the overall survival (OS) curve using intermediate outcomes such as progression-free survival (PFS) or event-free survival (EFS)---occupancy in the progressed disease state was then calculated by the difference between the OS and intermediate event curves, indicating a PartSA structure. Other examples included reported parameters focused on the coefficients relevant to parametric curves fit to the OS and intermediate outcomes data rather than health state-specific transitions, as well as the application of hazard ratios to baseline OS and intermediate outcomes curves with no description on how the competing events reflected by the intermediate outcome (e.g. PFS) were separated, as required in a state transition model. Consequently, we believe that many of the reported state transition models were actually implemented as a PartSA. The inability to conclusively identify model structures from the literature highlights both the confusion between state transition and PartSA structures as well as the lack of transparency in reporting.

Description of Most Common Modelling Approaches {#Sec11}
-----------------------------------------------

Our review identified two modelling approaches as the most commonly used in oncology in recent years: the PartSA and the discrete-time state transition approaches. Detailed descriptions of each of these approaches can be found in the literature, as well as the relative advantages and limitations of each method \[[@CR6], [@CR14], [@CR15]\]. A summary of these methods is given in Sects. [3.3.1](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"} and [3.3.2](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"}.

### Partitioned-Survival Analysis {#Sec12}

PartSA models are characterised by health states with state membership determined by a series of (usually) *independently* modelled, non-mutually exclusive survival curves; *N* represents the number of health states in the model and to which *N*−1 survival curves are required. The PartSA structure is most commonly applied as a three-state model, which makes use of two modelled survival curves for OS and PFS. The area underneath the PFS curve represents the proportion of patients who are yet to progress, and the area between the OS and PFS curves represents the proportion of patients who have progressed and are still alive. The remaining proportion of patients (i.e. patients who are neither progressed nor yet to progress) represents those who have died.

In this three-state model, the assumption of independent survival curves necessitates that OS and PFS are independent of each other, i.e. progression is not considered to be a prognostic factor of death within the fitted OS model. The dependency between OS and PFS is captured in the within-trial period. However, this is not reflected in the extrapolation beyond this point if independence is assumed. Therefore, the more immature data, the less dependence captured between OS and PFS in the long-term extrapolations.

### State Transition Model {#Sec13}

State transition models are defined by distinct events or health states that individuals experience and transition between; the speed at which transitions occur are called transition probabilities or rates. These health states should be mutually exclusive and exhaustive. Unlike the PartSA approach, state transition models capture the dependency between events; the extent to which this dependence is captured depends on the specific state transition model applied. In the example of a three-state transition model (pre-progression, progressed disease and death), there are three transitions which are estimated: (1) pre-progression to progressed disease; (2) pre-progression to death; and (3) progressed disease to death. Therefore, the dependence between progressed disease and death is captured in the extrapolations through the evolving proportion of patients in the progressed disease health state.

Most commonly in oncology, discrete time periods have been considered employing either a Markov or semi-Markov approach. The discrete time periods are implemented as model cycles---fixed time periods over which model transitions are calculated (e.g. daily, weekly, monthly). The semi-Markov approach relaxes the 'memoryless' feature of the Markovian assumption by allowing transitions to depend on time spent within an intermediate health state; for example, the transition from progressed disease to death may depend on how long a patient has spent in the progressed disease health state.

Justification and Criticism of Modelling Approaches {#Sec14}
---------------------------------------------------

Within the NICE STA process, companies are required to provide a detailed explanation for the selected modelling approach. The role of the independent ERG is to critically appraise the companies' rationale as part of the appraisal process, and ultimately determine if the model is appropriate to inform decision-making or not.

The most common strength of the submitted model structure noted by the company was the similarity of the chosen structure to previous appraisals conducted by NICE and/or other published literature (*n* = 75). The second most common strength noted was the ability to use data directly from the pivotal trial(s) to inform health state occupancy within the submitted model (*n* = 20)---this was primarily raised as a strength of the PartSA structure as the endpoint of many trials of cancer treatments is either OS or PFS. Other strengths raised included the ability to reflect time dependency (*n* = 6), applicability of the structure to a treatment pathway with multiple treatment lines (*n* = 6), being aligned with the irreversible nature of transitions (*n* = 5), providing a straightforward and/or transparent approach (*n* = 5), avoiding specific issues with the extrapolation of OS (*n* = 4), allowing for incorporation of external data (*n* = 4), avoiding the need for tunnel states to be included (*n* = 2), exhibiting intuitive interpretation (*n* = 2), and permitting calibration of model transitions (*n* = 2).

The ERGs rarely commented on the merits of the companies' submitted model structures. We found no explicit instances where the ERG commented on the appropriateness of the company's model structure beyond a general comment that the model was either aligned with convention, appropriate to inform decision-making, or was considered transparent and simple.

In only seven of the 104 STAs, the company noted at least one limitation of their chosen modelling approach (i.e. choice of PartSA, state transition or another model structure). The most common limitation highlighted by the submitting company was that the PartSA structure was considered 'rigid', as individual transitions are not modelled. Despite reporting limitations, none of the NICE STAs explored the impact of structural uncertainty through an alternative model structure. One appraisal submitted with two different models (TA284; one semi-Markov state transition model and one PartSA). However, data from different populations informed these models and they were viewed in isolation \[[@CR16]\].

Criticisms raised by ERGs in relation to the model structure used by the company included the lack of calibration between outcome measures (e.g. through independently fitted survival curves) (*n* = 5), an 'over-simplification' of the final health state (such as 'progressed disease') (*n* = 4), seemingly 'counterintuitive' results (e.g. an improvement in PFS leading to a higher ICER) (*n* = 4) and structural assumptions that were considered 'inappropriate' (such as a constant hazard of a given event occurring) (*n* = 3). It was noted that relatively few ERG reports specifically flagged issues relating to the model structure, but we suspect some of the criticisms may have either been raised during the appraisal committee meetings or within other sections of the appraisal documentation (e.g. in relation to the incorporation of clinical efficacy data).

Within the published literature, there was limited description provided around the choice, justification and design of model structure. A minority of published studies (22%; 27/124) reported any strengths or limitations associated with the chosen model structure, and, where reported, the information provided was very brief. Two papers from the published literature reported four different Markov state transition models in each publication and compared the results across these, emphasising the need to assess structural uncertainty \[[@CR17], [@CR18]\]. A further two papers from the published literature reported on multiple model structures; however, these reflected different stages in the disease pathway and did not provide an assessment of structural uncertainty.

Discussion {#Sec15}
==========

This review provides an update of the literature search published in NICE DSU TSD 19, in terms of NICE STAs considering cancer treatments published since 2013, and supplements this with published cost-effectiveness analyses identified from the literature. Our motivation for conducting this review was twofold: (1) to identify what modelling techniques are most commonly applied in the field of oncology; and (2) to highlight the methodological issues and gaps evident across the available studies.

Our research has identified a lack of transparency in model specification, justification in terms of choice of model structure and an exploration of the impact of structural uncertainty on the cost-effectiveness model results. As these findings impede our ability to address our original research question regarding which modelling techniques are used and their methodological issues, our discussion focuses on how modellers could improve on the historical modelling and reporting practice.

Transparency in Model Specification {#Sec16}
-----------------------------------

All identified papers reported the type of model structure that had supposedly been implemented within the analysis. However, it was not always possible to corroborate the stated model structure with the structure truly implemented, and it was evident that some published models were incorrectly labelled. To address transparency in model specification, some journals have advocated the publication of the economic model file and tabulated model parameters as supplementary material. In providing these materials, readers may objectively identify the model structure employed, yet an improved reporting standard of model structures is still needed.

Justification for Model Structure {#Sec17}
---------------------------------

We found that the published literature contained limited rationale defending the assumptions underpinning the choice of model structure, which is aligned with the findings of previous studies \[[@CR3]--[@CR5]\]. The NICE STAs provided more detailed discussion regarding model structure; though a requirement of the submission template specifies justification of model choice. Nevertheless, companies most often justified their choice of structure with case precedence and ability to incorporate data from the trial or literature directly. It is our opinion that these two reasons alone do not reflect good modelling practice, and this is particularly concerning as in many cases the ERG's report also noted precedence as a key reason why the model structure was appropriate. The NICE DSU TSD19 provides detailed recommendations concerning the justification of PartSA models specifically, which, based on the findings of our review, is currently under-used \[[@CR6]\].

Exploration of Structural Uncertainty {#Sec18}
-------------------------------------

None of the identified studies utilised multiple model structures (based on the same data) to assess structural uncertainty. This finding is despite the recommendation from NICE DSU TSD 19, which states that "State transition modelling should be used alongside the PartSA approach to assist in verifying the plausibility of PartSA's extrapolations and to address uncertainties in the extrapolation period" \[[@CR6]\]. There are a number of reasons why multiple models may not be developed in practice, including budget and time constraints, knowledge and expertise of software packages, and other practical constraints. However, data granularity is a pertinent point in cancer modelling as most published clinical trials report only a selection of outcomes (e.g. just OS and PFS), making it difficult to use these data outside of a PartSA approach. Ideally, survival curves for individual clinical events (e.g. time to progression) should be reported in clinical trial publications in addition to 'standard' endpoints, in order to inform a broader range of model structures.

Data maturity is also an important consideration, particularly in HTAs where decisions are often made based on early clinical trial data cuts. Immature data may encourage modellers to use a simplistic PartSA approach in favour of a more 'data hungry' structure. More recent advances in real-world data collection may now provide modellers with the ability to supplement maturing trial data with other data sources in order to inform a more complex model structure.

Presenting multiple model structures may introduce further uncertainty in relation to which structure offers the most robust estimate of cost effectiveness. The 'best' estimate of cost effectiveness should be derived from the model structure that most closely aligns with the key features of the disease and technology \[[@CR6]\]. Furthermore, if there are differences in the cost-effectiveness estimates from the model structures, these results should be accompanied by both an explanation of the mechanism driving the differences and a justification for these differences which is supported by the data and the disease pathway. Increased transparency associated with model structures, as described earlier, will allow decision makers to more robustly select the 'best' estimate of cost effectiveness. However, it is important to note that decisions by HTA agencies are seldom based on a sole cost-effectiveness estimate, and therefore providing multiple model structures offers another mechanism to assess decision uncertainty.

Recommendations and Conclusions {#Sec19}
-------------------------------

Guidelines from NICE DSU TSD 19 document provide a useful, under-utilised reference as to what information should be reported and discussed in relation to each modelling approach \[[@CR6]\]. However, we recommended the development of more consistent and appropriate terminology in terms of model structure and methods to reduce the current misreporting of model structures. To aid with this, we have provided a comparison of the state transition and PartSA model structures in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. Furthermore, we advocate increased use of the reporting guidance provided in NICE DSU TSD 19 for both HTA submissions and published literature regarding the description of how health state occupancy is calculated, the assumptions underpinning this and how relative efficacy estimates are incorporated (including how these may change over time, e.g. to reflect treatment waning effects). As a minimum, we recommend that journals request inclusion of a model parameters table as supplementary material (as is standard in submissions made to NICE).Table 3Model structures reference tableStructureSummaryDiagramStrengthsWeaknessesPartSAFit survival curves to relevant outcomes (e.g. OS and PFS) to predict proportion of patients residing in each health state over time![](40258_2019_513_Figa_HTML.gif){#d29e1016}Intuitive application of OS and PFS curves to inform health state occupancyCommonly assumes independence of outcomes (e.g. OS and PFS)Can use KM curves without access to individual patient dataAverage time an individual is expected to stay in each health state cannot be calculated for all statesCan reflect complex hazard functions through the use of advanced extrapolation methodsCan only be applied to processes in which patients move forward through a series of progressive health statesDT STCalculate probabilities of moving from one health state to another over time (may be constant or time-varying)![](40258_2019_513_Figb_HTML.gif){#d29e1047}Can capture dependency between outcomes (e.g. progression and death)Can be difficult to interpret as commonly used trial endpoints (such as OS and PFS) may not directly inform the modelTreatment effect can be specified for individual transitionsRequires calibration of component transitions to be carefully considered so as to avoid misleading probabilistic analysis resultsDoes not require the estimation of one over-arching OS curveMay not be possible to implement for some decision problems due to lack of available data from published sourcesPossible to more easily incorporate time-dependency into calculationsCan consider multidirectional transitions*DT ST* discrete-time state transition, *KM* Kaplan-Meier, *OS* overall survival, *PartSA* partitioned-survival analysis, *PD* progressed disease, *PF* progression-free, *PFS* progression-free survival, *t* time, *T1* transition probability 1 \[PF to PD\], *T2* transition probability 2 \[PF to dead\], *T3* transition probability 3 \[PD to dead\]

Further research is required to understand which model structure should be used and when. This is important to deepen our understanding of the bias introduced by the assumptions underpinning different model structures. Key contexts to consider are different stages of disease, tumour types, and interventions with different mechanisms of action and likely prognoses (e.g. gene therapies and immunotherapies). This research may involve building multiple model structures and comparing the results---presentation of results should include tabulations showing the states in which life-year and QALY differences between interventions accrue and a justification of why these differences should be considered plausible. Research may also involve re-visiting established models when later data cuts become available to assess how well the earlier model predicted long-term outcomes, or performing a simulation study wherein potential causes of bias may be enabled and disabled as needed in order to inform optimal model structure selection. Additional research is also required to further advance modelling methods; for example, the need to develop methodology to allow the extraction of transition probabilities from published summary data only (as without this, the use of the PartSA approach is expected to be chosen by default) and appropriate statistical modelling to address competing risks and/or sequential events (e.g. multi-state modelling).

This review has some limitations that should be highlighted. First, the literature search was restricted to the English language and studies published within the last 5 years. These restrictions were selected based on a combination of pragmatism, relevance to current modelling practice and generalisability of the findings across studies. Nevertheless, the restricted approach may have led to the exclusion of some relevant studies. Secondly, we extracted the modelling approach used based on author specification. As documented in previous published reviews, we found some of the structures to be incorrectly reported, such as those reported as Markov or semi-Markov when they were a PartSA structure \[[@CR6]\]. Searches were kept simple to produce an overview of the published literature, rather than a comprehensive systematic review. In addition, the grey literature was excluded. A published review identified a link between published studies and more favourable results \[[@CR19]\]; thus, if certain model types are more likely to produce less favourable results, these may be published less often. Finally, whilst we did exclude duplicate publications, country adaptations were included. Therefore, the results of this review may over-represent the evidence base capturing the same model published multiple times.

Electronic supplementary material
=================================

 {#Sec20}

Below is the link to the electronic supplementary material. Supplementary material 1 (DOCX 40 kb)
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